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White Paper 

How Cisco Services Uses Social Media Listening to 
Improve Internal Efficiencies and Customer Support 

 

Cisco Systems Technical Services organization leverages social media listening and 

the power of big data to obtain and analyze unsolicited customer feedback through 

social channels regarding its products and its customer service tools, policies, and 

processes. This white paper describes how Cisco Services achieves success using 

social sentiment listening, analysis and reporting for the benefit of both internal 

stakeholders and customers.   

The use of social media as an avenue to achieve customer service goals is not a new concept. Organizations 

routinely use various digital and social tools to send and receive information between a services organization and 

its customers. However, the emergence of social media big data listening and analysis tools has changed the way 

Cisco Services perceives how well their customer support organizations are performing from a social sentiment 

standpoint. Social Media listening is not only a customer-facing activity, but a critical internal initiative that drives 

action and improvements by listening to what customers truly want from their service experience.  

In this white paper we’ll explore the following topics: 

● Social Media Analysis Tools 

● Executive and Management Interest and Buy-in 

● Internal Stakeholder Benefits 

◦ Impacts to customer service operations 

◦ Impacts to products 

● External Customer Benefits 

◦ Outage and Disaster Monitoring 

◦ Improvements and Changes to Tools and Services  

● Plans for the Future 
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Table 1. Social Sentiment Problem/Solution 

Problem Social Sentiment Solution Benefit 

Bugs or errors in products  Monitoring and reporting to internal product development stakeholders informs them of 
issues that are bubbling up on social channels faster than traditional methods. 

Both internal and 
customers 

Changes to corporate policy, 
process or procedure 

Analysis of both positive and negative social mentions allows for interest gauging and 
mitigation of problematic changes that impacts customers. 

Internal 

Disasters and product 
outages 

Early reporting of disasters and product-related outages provides critical account 
managers and executives with a “heads-up” on issues before they percolate to their 
level, enabling proactive action and a closer customer relationship, driving future sales. 

Internal 

Issues with existing 
traditional service offerings 

Monitoring social media allows for quick identification of negative sentiment about 
existing services or personnel, allowing management to quickly remedy internal issues.  

Customers 

Not hearing the voice of the 
customer (VOC) 

Social Sentiment analysis provides another channel of input from which executives and 
management can act upon in reasonable times frames. 

Customers 

Summary of Benefits 

As technology evolves the way our customers communicate, we follow the voice of our customers through the 

latest mediums. The Customer and Business Insight Social Sentiment program proactively monitors social media 

(Twitter, Facebook, forums including our Cisco support forums, mainstream media, comments, video descriptions 

and images) seeking to find customer feedback around service-related areas. Internally, we focus on the 

competitive landscape, service delivery experiences, and customer pain-points as well as externally through 

productivity improvements in our react and respond teams' processes. The program now also supports live 

listening: monitoring for network outages so that our services teams can proactively engage and also for large-

scale disasters so that the Technical Assistance Center may evaluate their response in real time. 

Social Media Analysis Tools 

Overview 

Cisco reviewed several social media analysis tools before the full-time implementation of their current solution. As 

of Q2 2012, the Forrester Wave Report listed the following applications as the leaders in the category: 

1. Radian6 

2. Visible Intelligence 

3. Synthesio 

Cisco Services selected the Radian6 platform. The Radian6 Social Media Monitoring suite of applications allows 

the Cisco Services Social Sentiment team to understand the conversations that matter most to both internal 

stakeholders and external partners and customers. The team monitors and analyzes social mentions regarding 

products, processes, customer-facing tools, competitors and the networking industry at-large. Trend analysis 

provides insight around a wide-variety of topics and allows cross-functional partners to evaluate the customer’s 

reaction to product releases, services process changes, and other parts of the customer support journey 

experience. 
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Figure 1.   Example of Radian6 Output (Conversation Cloud) 

 

Figure 2.   Example of Radian6 Output (90-Day Trend) 

 

Figure 3.   Example of Radian6 Output (Media Type) 
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Executive and Management Interest and Buy-in 

Social media monitoring, analysis and reporting is often relegated to marketing-related efforts. Some social sites 

have in many ways been transformed into quasi-marketplaces for everything from skin crème to designer jeans. So 

why should customer service organizations care about social media listening functions?  

Customer Input  

While Marketing units largely utilize social media as a channel to selling product, Cisco Services executives 

and managers have recognized that social media communications have a direct impact on products, services 

and the bottom line. Executives are keenly aware that Cisco needs this input to increase internal operational 

efficiencies, raise customer satisfaction, and to maintain our brand reputation. For example: 

a. “Seeding” information on social media to gauge customer sentiment around a proposed service 

change or product feature and to tailor those products or services to positively leverage that 

feedback.  

b. Obtaining post-product-release feedback is critical to maintaining Cisco’s quality and brand 

reputation. Social sentiment regarding product bugs (negative) or widely accepted new features 

(positive) gives Cisco development teams direct feedback that complements our formal surveys, 

allowing them to align their priorities with what customers want, drive product consumption and 

grow revenue. 

c. Monitoring customers’ unsolicited feedback around their experiences with processes, policies 

and support quality. Immediately after launching an internal process change or improvement, 

Cisco can quickly change course or adjust based on customer’s feedback without the delay of 

traditional survey channels. 

d. Acknowledging and interacting with Cisco’s social media-based customers provides them with a 

sense of partnership and camaraderie with the Cisco brand. The message: Cisco listens, it takes 

action and it recognizes that its customers are really the smartest person in the room.   

Recognition and Opportunity 

Cisco Services recognizes and leverages social sentiment to create improved customer loyalty and possibly 

new revenue streams. This includes proactively reaching out to our customers when social media indicates 

they are experiencing an outage or network event, offering Cisco’s assistance, resulting in a strengthened 

partnership, fostering trust and enabling possible future sales. 
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Figure 4.   Joe Pinto, SVP of Cisco Services, and his team launch the Cisco Services Customer Barometer kiosk in San Jose, 
CA, demonstrating that executives are highly interested in and committed to social media listening.  

 

Internal Stakeholder Benefits 

Internal stakeholders benefit greatly from the unsolicited customer feedback that social listening and analysis 

provides. These product and services stakeholders use both the negative and positive mentions that impact their 

areas and implement solutions and improved messaging for internal users and customers.  

Figure 5.   Social Sentiment Internal Engagement Process: High-level view of the steps involved with the social sentiment 
listening and reporting process as it relates to internal stakeholders. 
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Impacts to Customer Service Operations 

Cisco’s Technical Services community turns to the Cisco Services Social Sentiment team to provide robust 

analysis of customer sentiment. Cisco Services utilizes many avenues to gauge customer sentiment around the 

support experience, responses to services introductions, relationships with their Cisco contacts, and process 

changes. However, these are primarily “solicited” methods where responses could be shaped by the questions 

asked. Social Sentiment leverages “unsolicited” social media based feedback (Twitter, Facebook, blogs, article 

comments, forums etc.) to provide a significantly different viewpoint where the customer determines the subject 

and priority. While Social Sentiment touches many areas, this white paper outlines the impacts on some core areas 

of business.  

Cisco Services Support Stakeholders 

SmartWeb Technology Group (SWTG) 

SWTG directly impacts both internal and external Technical Services customers due to its far-reaching set of 

content, tools and services: 

 Web design, content and operation (search, software downloads, and broken links)  

 Troubleshooting tools (Bug Search, Command Lookup Tool, Error Message Decoder and Output 

Interpreter) 

 Case management tools (Mobile and desktop support apps) 

Unsolicited customer feedback on SWTG-related tools and services is invaluable as they directly impact 

customer’s ability to navigate, communicate and find solutions related to Cisco’s products and support. The Social 

Sentiment team reports metrics and verbatims on a monthly basis.  

Software Licensing 

Cisco's focus on making it easier for our customers to do business with us targets several key processes and 

experiences for improvements. Through our social media monitoring processes, we identify customer comments 

about their experiences when licensing software and share back with the business around tools, processes and 

support quality. Business decisions and priorities are set and communication about Cisco's action plans for 

improvement is shared via our corporate blog space, effectively closing the loop with our customers. 

Technical Assistance Center (TAC) 

Cisco’s world class Technical Assistance Center (TAC) resolves thousands of customer issues daily.  The Social 

Sentiment team keeps the pulse of customer sentiment from these experiences as they are shared by customers in 

social media, serving as an early indicator for shifts in sentiment trends, sharing negative experiences and impact, 

reinforcing positive behaviors that our customers value, as well as highlighting the impact on services due to issues 

with product software, tools, and documentation that our customer’s experience.  Findings are shared holistically in 

conjunction with services survey feedback in support of business decisions, and for monitoring traction in process, 

behavior, and tool changes and improvements. 
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Entitlement/SMARTnet 

Entitlement services help Cisco to maintain operational efficiency and lower support costs by ensuring that 

expensive support services are rendered only to approved (entitled) customers. The Social Sentiment team 

monitors and reports on unsolicited feedback from customers on social channels to gauge Entitlement ease of use, 

customer satisfaction and other metrics that provide Cisco Entitlement program managers with the information they 

need to continually improve the program.  

Technical Documentation 

Cisco’s technical documentation is the true first-line of support for many customers. For instance, SMB customers 

without a SMARTnet contract often need the assistance that technical documentation provides. The Social 

Sentiment team monitors and reports on issues that impact customer satisfaction. Missing, unclear or incorrect 

documentation can prevent a customer from proceeding with an installation, upgrade or troubleshooting process. 

These metrics are reported back to the respective business units for remediation.  

Impacts to Cisco Products 

Cisco Product Stakeholders 

Learning@Cisco (L@C) Certifications 

The Social Sentiment team monitors and reports on seven CCNA/CCNP/CCIE technology tracks. Metrics are 

provided for trends, media type and conversation clouds. This assists L@C program management with direction on 

how to improve existing exams and certifications, as well as providing ideas on the direction of new exams and 

certifications.  

Systemic Trend Analysis Reviews (STAR) 

Cisco brings together cross-functional experts to examine business intelligence & anecdotal information to identify 

and route potential product quality issues to the organizations best suited to investigate, analyze and drive quality 

improvement. It also serves as a discussion and collaboration forum to increase cross-functional awareness of 

brewing quality issues and quality improvement engagements in order to increase the efficiency of and decrease 

redundancy between technical services quality focused organizations. The current scope of STAR is limited to 

Technical Services quality-focused organizations.  

External Customer Benefits 

Impacts to Cisco Customers 

Outage and Disaster Monitoring 

Cisco Technical Services employs a process that notifies field, sales and support personnel of individual system 

outages as well as wider-scale disasters that could impact business operations. Oftentimes these notices are sent 

out before stakeholders are even aware that an issue may exist. Services personnel and other interested parties 

receive notification of outages as they occur, and engage appropriate account teams to proactively contact the 

customer and offer assistance, strengthening customer relationships. 
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Figure 6. Outage and Disaster Notification Process 

 

Improvements and Changes to Tools and Services 

Cisco’s use of social media listening, analysis and reporting provides many direct benefits to customers. 

Examples include: 

● Improvements to Cisco online resources like the Bug Search Tool (BST) and the Support Case Manager 

(CSM) tool. 

● Corrections and improvements to Cisco technical documentation, enabling self-support and driving case-

avoidance. 

● Policy and support changes to Cisco’s software licensing customer experience, leveraging social listening 

for guidance and Cisco’s blog space for communication around future plans, effectively closing the loop. 

● Feedback to the Technical Assistance Center (TAC) that drives improved customer service through both 

online tools and telephone support operations. 

Plans for the Future 

Unsolicited Customer Service 

Cisco is investigating methods by which our customer service operation can help customers before they ever 

contact Cisco directly. This includes a planned pilot program to use social monitoring to guide customers to 

required resources. This enables entitled customers to limit the amount of time they spend on third-party forums 

looking for solutions and helps them get the best possible answer in the shortest amount of time directly from 

Cisco. 
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Conclusions & FAQ 

Conclusions 

Cisco is consistently looking for better ways to support its global base of customers. As more customers come to 

expect companies to be listening and acting on their feedback through social media, Cisco continues to evolve the 

way it listens and provides customer support. The Cisco Services Social Sentiment team has a proven track record 

of providing critical and focused feedback to all areas of Cisco’s business that in one way or another directly 

impacts its customers, driving action to improve the customer experience with Cisco Services in both customer 

service operations as well as product quality areas.  

FAQ 

Q. Does Cisco use customer personal information for any purposes other than what is stated in this white paper? 

A. No. Cisco does not sell, giveaway or use this data under any circumstances. All information gathered from 

social media listening tools Cisco uses are public posts. Password protected or private posts (ie Facebook 

posts to only friends) are not available. 

Q. If I have ideas to improve or change customer service, what is the best way to get that to Cisco?   

A. Cisco service and support personnel are consistenty responding to questions and suggestions through the 

Cisco support forums on supportforums.cisco.com or feedback may also be submitted through cisco.com’s 

feedback link. 

Q. What are some of the other ways that Cisco Services obtains customer feedback? 

A. Cisco Services utilizes various surveys to gauge customer satisfaction, including the Customer Satisfaction 

relationship survey (CSAT), Transactional Satisfaction (TSAT) phone survey, custom surveys as well as 

through live events and interviews. 
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